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“transhumanism”; here “trans” refers to humanity’s transition
to a superior life form.
When members of the MAC (LLI’s Members Advisory
Committee) were considering a topic for their next public
symposium, Medical Ethics rose to the top of the list. Soon
after, on April 7, NSU Humanities Prof. Jeremy Weissman
gave a lecture titled “Ethics of Genetic Enhancement” live in
our classroom. I made it a point to attend. Let’s just say, I
was blown away by Dr. Weissman’s astounding visuals, his
engaging speaking style, and passion for his subject. I
immediately encouraged everyone who’d missed his
presentation to watch the recording at
home.

Jeremy’s doctorate is in philosophy and his
biography lists primary areas of research in the
ethics of emerging technologies, privacy, social
media, bioethics, and social and political
philosophy. It didn’t take long for the MAC to
decide on “The ethical controversy of human
upgrades” as the topic for our next major event.
And who better to advise us on this project than
our own NSU expert, Prof. Jeremy
Weissman!

Jeremy proved to be most forthcoming with
his advice and help. Frankly, we quickly roped
him into spearheading the entire endeavor -in consultation with another LLI favorite
lecturer who holds a PhD in philosophy and a
specialty in ethics, Dr. Vicki Toscano.
Through his professional connections, Jeremy
was able to procure two of the biggest names
in the field of transhumanism as featured
speakers. Best of all, these popular orators
hold opposing points of view about whether
we should actively employ genetics, science
and technology to improve our bodies in ways
that have nothing to do with treating or
preventing disease (or even then).
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book, published in 2021, Posthuman Bliss? The

TITLE GOES HERE ACROSS THE TOP
James Hughes, PhD, (on the Pro side) is a
major founding father of the movement. His 2004
book, Citizen Cyborg: Why Democratic Societies
Must Respond to the Redesigned Human of the
Future, is still considered essential reading
on the subject of biotechnological enhancement.
Dr. Hughes currently serves as Executive
Director of the Institute of Ethics and Emerging
Technologies, and is Associate Provost for
Institutional Research, Assessment and Planning
for the University of Massachusetts, Boston.
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Dr. Levin is Roe/Straut Professor in the
Humanities and Professor of Philosophy at Smith
College.

Should we be using science and
technology to enhance our health,
strength, intelligence, lifespan and
more beyond natural limits?
Would such interventions make our
lives better?
How would they affect society at
large?
Hear what the experts have to say about this
timely and fascinating subject by
attending Humans 2.0: The Ethical
Controversy of Human Upgrades. Live on
Zoom, Wednesday, October 19 at 7 - 9 pm
(our first evening symposium, so everyone and
their grandchildren can attend). Definitely invite
the kids (early response among the younger
generation has been off the charts!).

FREE FOR EVERYONE.
Register for your Zoom link to the webinar
at http://bit.ly/3CJDdCy
Share this great event with family, friends
and neighbors.
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10:00 – 11:30 am
“The USMCA: Globalists vs. Nationalists. Crisis,
Conflict, and the Reemergence of Economic
Nationalism” with Ransford Edwards, PhD.
12:30 – 2:00 pm
“Which Side Are You On? The USMCA: Labor
Solidarity or Labor Protectionism?” with Nelson
Bass, JD, PhD.

Tuesday, October 11
10:00 – 11:30 am
“The Jewbans: Examining the History of the Cuban
Jewish Diaspora” with Laura Finley, PhD, Professor
of Sociology and Criminology at Barry University. Finley
fans know anything this prolific author and activist
presents will be creative and enlightening. Here she
discusses the challenges, opportunities and resiliency of
Jewbans who emigrated from Eastern Europe to Cuba,
and then from Cuba to the US.
12:30 – 2:00 pm
Everyone’s favorite physicist and space maven, LLI’s
“Science Guy” Mark Egdall returns with a fascinating
presentation titled, “James Webb Space Telescope –
The Ultimate Time Machine.” Explore the farthest
reaches of the universe with the largest space
instrument ever built. Learn why the JWST has been
called “the ultimate time machine” and view the
extraordinary images produced to date. What new
understanding of the cosmos will this state-of-theart telescope reveal?
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psychology. To this day, few, if any, can compete with
the Bard’s knowledge of human nature and how to
put on a great show. Hear FIU’s Shakespeare and
Renaissance specialist (and LLI favorite) Vernon
Dickson, PhD, discuss “The Theater in
Shakespeare’s Time.”

Thursday, October 13
10:00 – 11:30 am
Dynamic art lecturer Jodi Sypher, MS ED, (artist and
Lowe Art Museum’s Curator of Education) is back with a
talk focusing on five artists from the Lowe’s permanent
collection and upcoming temporary exhibitions.
“Contemporary Art/Social Issues” invites interactive
discussion wherein class participants discover the
meaning behind contemporary works of art and
the societal issues addressed by each artist.
12:30 – 2:00 pm
“US Cold War Propaganda in Practice and Popular
Culture” discusses how the US military and State
Department conducted major propaganda
campaigns from the 1950s to 1980s and examines
popular culture’s fascination with propaganda as seen in
books like The Manchurian Candidate. An intriguing
lecture, loaded with psychological insight, by NSU
history and politics expert Katy Doll, PhD.
Below is the link to our Welcome Week Flyer.
Feel free to share far and wide.
https://osteopathic.nova.edu/lli/forms/fallwelcomeweek202
2.pdf
And please let us know if you plan to attend in person or
via Zoom by emailing lli@nova.edu Subject line: Fall
Welcome Week.
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and-running through Zoom – an online format formerly
unknown to most of us and now almost universally
embraced.
Linda’s dedication, resourcefulness, and personal warmth
in troubled times not only helped us survive, it made us
thrive. As did the ongoing commitment of everyone at the
LLI -- from the Members Advisory Committee (MAC)
who worked tirelessly throughout all transitions (and
continued to sponsor world-class symposiums) to our
peer-led group leaders who kept up, and even expanded,
their programs through Zoom, drawing increasing
numbers of participants.
I’d like to give a shout out to Vinny Cento whose technical
expertise was critical to many a member’s participation
and peer-led group’s operation. And while we paid tribute
to Linda on her last day at LLI -- both in person and
virtually -- with an engraved plaque from the MAC, verbal
accolades, greeting and gift cards from members, her
biggest parting gift to us was her personable and perfectly
trained assistant, Norland Martinez (NJ to his friends), to
serve as interim director.
NJ was always the go-to expert for anything to do with
computers – from assisting with onsite set-up to walking
lecturers through any Zoom issues. He could also be
counted on to “run the show” in Linda’s absence. For the
past several months, he’s not only hosted all our regular
programming on his own, he’s also (with input from
the MAC and involved members) scheduled a full slate of
exciting new and popular returning lecturers for Welcome
Week and the upcoming Fall/Winter Season.
In short, while life continued to pitch curveballs, LLI
has not only remained faithful to its mission, it’s
surpassed it, once again proving its position as
a cornerstone of camaraderie and emotional support
for the community.
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Still, Zoom has been an unexpected blessing.
When even live classes are presented as “hybrid”
through Zoom, and everything’s recorded, we all
have more options. For days when we just don’t
feel up to getting up or have a scheduling conflict,
we can rest easy about not missing out! Suddenly
we can also connect with members who’ve moved
out of town, and even invite out-of-town friends and
family to join us. Not to mention, how we can now
take advantage of fabulous remote presenters -- a
favorite Cape Cod music conductor comes to mind
-- or receive historical insights and visuals live from
the UK.
But Welcome Week will be held 100 percent live
(with Zoom option). It’s a full four-day showcase of
some of our best lecturers in all of your favorite
subjects. Surely something for everyone. Also a
great time to get out of your comfort zone and try
something new; you may be pleasantly surprised.
Just turn to the Welcome Week lead article, here,
for more information. Then make sure to highlight
the week of October 10 in your planner -- we
can’t wait to see you! Tell everyone about us and
bring all your friends. Welcome Week is a free,
educational, and always exuberant experience.
Share the link to the flyer, or even this entire
Newsletter.
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Future?” The MAC, in cooperation with
NSU’s Center for Applied Humanities, is
hosting Humans 2.0: The Ethical
Controversy of Human Upgrades.
-- Mindy Leaf
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Some of you may already know Debbie
from our pre pandemic LLI Lecture Series
at the JCC (likely to be resurrected soon)
or other JCC programs. I’ve watched her
remain calm and creative-under-pressure
during rare, unforeseen glitches in the
Senior Lunch Program (which she also
helmed, and will be sorely missed) and be
organized and attentive to detail while
running entertainment or speaker events,
large and small.
In addition to her extensive experience with
seniors and adult education, she holds a
business degree from Tulane University,
bringing both marketing skills and a wealth
of established community connections to
the table.
Stay tuned for Debbie Hochman’s personal
address to members and her vision
for LLI’s future -- along with many more
exciting new and popular returning
lecturers and programs – coming soon.
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Tuesday, October 25
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We can always count on political expert Peter Levine (who majored in American History and International
Relations) and taught these subjects -- along with Current Events, Economics and Government -- to provide
an up-to-date analysis of what’s happening at home and abroad. His election talk is sure to be timely and
extremely well researched.

Wednesday, November 9 and Tuesday, November 15
“Jews and the Middle Ages 1000 – 1500 A.D.” with John Ury and Desiree Rosenthal Israel
Was Hitler turning the clock back to the Middle Ages? Did the suffering of Jews in medieval Europe begin a
cycle of persecution that, centuries later, climaxed in the Holocaust? Do the Middle Ages hold the key to
hatred of Jews that is with us to this day? Don’t miss this enlightening two-part presentation by dedicated
investigators into the roots of anti-Semitism.

Tuesday, December 13
“Science of Happiness” with Ronnie Newman, EdM, CAS
Prof. Newman is a Harvard-trained, award-winning researcher, Director of Research and Promotion for the Art
of Living Foundation, and published author in the field of mind-body medicine. I’ll take her “Get Happy” advice
any day!
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some drinks, and maybe a few bites to eat. But
mostly we were looking forward to the opportunity
to get to know one another on a more personal
level.
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Unfortunately, along came the pandemic to
completely obliterate that plan.
Then suddenly … BAM!!! A lightbulb turned on in
my head! Why not bring the party to Zoom?

MAC chairman Stuart Farber originally suggested
calling the group, “Get Drunk with Suzanne.” But
on further, more sober consideration, we decided
that name wouldn’t do any good for my reputation
or that of the Lifelong Learning Institute. So we
decided on “Drop Your Mask and Bring Your
Flask.”
I think our virtual get-togethers these past two
years have been very successful. I always pick a
topic for discussion – which helps break the ice –
but we also tend to happily veer off-topic in various
directions. Mostly, we end up sharing personal
stories about our lives and experiences, and so
have become quite close. It is my belief that as
you get older, you want to be surrounded by good
people – people who are good to you, good for
you, and good for your life.

Welcome to Happy Hour with
Suzanne Parker. Cheers!
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I’m always amazed at how many unique and clever
reactions are generated by the same prompts.
Sharing our work also serves as a great way to get
to know one another.

Courting the muse . . .
I started Poetry Corner soon after I joined the
Lifelong Learning Institute, seven years ago. I
gave a few lectures on poetry and was surprised
when several members came up to me to say
how much they enjoyed my presentations. A fair
number also told me that they write their own
poems. Most added: "But they are not very
good." To which I replied: “How do you know?
Writing poetry must fulfill a need. FOLLOW THE
MUSE!”
The next morning, I approached LLI’s director with
the idea of starting a poetry group. Her response?
An enthusiastic “Yes!”
Poetry Corner has been going strong for seven
years now. We are a dedicated and
enthusiastic group of people who meet twice a
month. Our format has not changed,
as it’s worked out very well.

So, if you are interested in poetry … or
just curious, and enjoy sharing your
ideas, thoughts, feelings, fears and dreams in
a supportive atmosphere, why not give Poetry
Corner a try?
-- Gary Kay
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My records at the LLI seem to be missing, so I’m
guessing I have been a member for at least 10
years and joined the MAC in the autumn of 2015.
Before too long I volunteered for, and was elected
to, the Members Advisory Committee (MAC) and
have been an active MAC member ever since.
I’ve made some great and very close friendships
since joining the LLI.
I participate in the Short Story club, facilitate
the Yuval Noah Harari book reading group, and
Initiated a monthly film club in conjunction with
Hollywood’s Cinema Paradiso theater. I’ve also
taken poker and backgammon lessons.

A number of years ago, I was co-presenter of
a lecture on Bob Dylan, and also brought the
film “Tickling Giants” for a showing at the
NSU campus.
My seven years on the MAC have been extremely
rewarding. They gave me an opportunity to give
back to the LLI, which holds a very important
place in my heart.
Being a MAC member has also enabled me
to utilize the skills I acquired in my preretirement work careers in consumer electronics,
the natural foods industry, and as a contemporary
crafts and fine art gallery owner. All of which
helped hone my skills in sales, marketing,
organizing, and promotion.

On a number of occasions, I went out into the field
to meet with leaders of various organizations to
develop partnerships. I was responsible for
bringing a number of new lecturers to our program.

In addition, I have participated in tabletop events
and, from time to time, spoken directly to members
of other groups to encourage joining the LLI, e.g,
the Broward County Retired Educators
Association, The Pride Center, and the African
American and Riverland Libraries.
I was instrumental in developing a relationship with
the Fort Lauderdale Film Festival and their Cinema
Paradiso theaters and initiated a program where
we received free advertising in their lobbies and on
their movie screens, and also received FLIFF
membership discounts for LLI students.
The MAC was extremely instrumental in assisting
LLI members to learn to use Zoom at the start of
the Covid pandemic. I am proud to have been a
part of that transition which allowed for LLI to
barely miss any lectures at all.

I initiated and am currently involved in an ongoing
campaign to meet with the chairs and professors
of various NSU departments to bring awareness to
those who might be less familiar with the LLI, and
to encourage their participation as lecturers in our
classroom.
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Penalty. A fourth event, coming this fall, is a debate
on the pros and cons of transhumanism, i.e., the
ethics of biotechnological enhancement.
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I am currently working on an India-centric project
intended to bring new content to our lecture
podium and new and diverse members to our
student audience. The programs will likely include
a lecture on Mahatma Gandhi featuring drawings
of Gandhi by a local Indian artist, a lecture on
Hinduism, and a talk on the rise of India as a
leader on the world stage, as well as programs on
Indian music and dance. All in all, being a member
of the Lifelong Learning Institute and the Members
Advisory Committee has been an extremely
rewarding and joyful experience.
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Lifelong learner and traveler
Barry Shapiro finds himself in
Kinsale, Ireland.
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How the LLI Helped Me
through the Pandemic
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By Hope Hagler
When I started attending LLI classes, almost ten years ago, I rented an apartment in Miami-Dade -- as I
will be doing again this winter. I never stayed on for after-school activities because I was stressed about
driving back to Miami during late-afternoon, rush-hour traffic. Perhaps because I was a long-distance
commuter, I, sadly, made no close friends.

However, in 2020, all that changed! Live classes ended and we retreated to virtual learning. We were
afraid to bring the mail into the house. We were warned to wipe down shopping carts. We washed our
hands for thirty seconds, and had to use hand sanitizer frequently. Everyday activities suddenly felt
threatening; the worst was not knowing how to protect ourselves from this mysterious virus. Many nights,
as a widow, I cried myself to sleep. I envied all my married friends who could hug and be hugged in
return.
What relieved my anxiety in the end? To a large extent, it was joining LLI’s online poetry group, run by
Gary Kay. Gary chose poems that dealt with different aspects of this frightening time. We read poems
about life, death, and what happens in between. We wrote poems on these same topics. It all served as a
catharsis that helped me immensely. I got to know fellow members through their writings. Listening
to their experiences made me feel less isolated. I found myself looking forward to our sessions,
knowing we were all companions in search of answers.
Now, when I return to the LLI classroom, I will feel more connected. I have made new friends through the
sharing of poems!
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and depressed when I headed toward a grief
support group at NSU on University Drive. As I
approached the building where the meeting was to
take place, I noticed a large group of people across
the way entering another NSU building. Most of the
folks were senior citizens, so I decided to check out
where they were all going.
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And that’s how, serendipitously, I discovered the
world of LLI. I decided to join the Lifelong Learners
instead of the grievers and was invited to attend my
first LLI lecture. A new world suddenly opened up
for me, and I haven’t looked back since. A world of
learning covering more topics than I could ever
have imagined -- including literature, music, history,
current political events, social issues, sports and,
yes, even health, sickness and dying.
Wow! It felt like the world’s scenery had just
turned from black-and-white into beautiful
technicolor.
Many years later, I still attend the LLI regularly and
look forward to continuing my learning adventure
into the Fall 2022 session and beyond.
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One morning while the Cossacks slept,
out of the stable my father crept.
Forever to leave the army behind,
while trailing an equine of similar mind.
They rested by day and traveled by night.
Two comrades (out of arms)
who shared the same plight.
One had four legs; the other had two.
One was a horse; the other a Jew.
They lived off raw corn,
and wheat from the field.
Just survived off whatever
good fortune would yield.
On the third day of travel
with the border ahead …
The stallion just quit,
and sadly dropped dead.

The fugitive deserter
was now on his own.
And I’ll continue this memoir
in some other poem.
-- Barry Katz
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